An Aggregate Weight-Normalized Thioflavin-T Measurement Scale for Characterizing Polymorphic Amyloids and Assembly Intermediates.
The red shift in the fluorescence excitation spectra of thioflavin dyes upon binding to fibrils has been a boon to the amyloid field, offering simple and effective methods for the qualitative detection of amyloid in tissue samples and for quantitation of particular fibril preparations with gravimetric linearity. The quantitative aspect of the thioflavin T (ThT) response, however, comes with an important caveat that bestows both significant limitations and great untapped power. It is now well established that amyloid fibrils of different proteins, as well as polymorphic fibrils of the same protein, can exhibit vastly different ThT fluorescence intensities for the same weight concentration of aggregates. Furthermore, the aggregated intermediates commonly observed in amyloid assembly reactions can exhibit aggregate weight-normalized (AWN) ThT fluorescence intensities that vary from essentially zero through a wide range of intermediate values before reaching the intensity of homogeneous, mature amyloid. These features make it very difficult to quantitatively interpret, without additional data, the time-dependent development of ThT fluorescence intensity in an assembly reaction. In this chapter, we describe a method for coupling ex situ ThT fluorescence determinations with an analytical HPLC supported sedimentation assay (also described in detail) that can provide significant new insights into amyloid assembly reactions. The time dependent aggregation data provided by the sedimentation assay reveals a time course of aggregation that is largely independent of aggregate properties. In addition, the combination of these data with ThT measurements of the same reaction time points reveals important aspects of average aggregate structure at each time point. Examples of the use and potential value of AWN-ThT measurements during amyloid assembly Aβ and polyglutamine peptides are provided.